IN RECENT YEARS, A CLEAR SHIFT in the strategy of toxicological assessment of environmental agents has been started. In 2007, the U.S. National Research Council published a report developing a long range strategic plan to assess the potential toxic effect of environmental compounds (1) . This new strategy responds in particular to the need of finding alternatives to animal testing (8) . Facing the real difficulty to translate toxicological findings obtained in animal models to human context, scientists saw the urge of developing more reliable human in vitro systems.
Bronchial epithelial cells and epithelial lining fluid are the first line of defense to toxic gases and particles in the ambient air. Thus they are of particular interest to assess the biological impact of environmental air pollutants. Airway epithelial cells are also used in research to understand the biochemical and molecular mechanisms underlying some airway diseases such as asthma, cystic fibrosis (CF) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (16) . Human bronchial epithelial cells can be collected by brushing donor lungs during bronchoscopy procedure (70) . They can then be cultured as a monolayer of undifferentiated bronchial epithelial cells or further developed into an organotypic pseudo-stratified bronchial epithelium-like tissue with an air-liquid interface (69, 70) . Under the later condition, cells are differentiated and polarized. They develop tight junctions and show the typical characteristics of ciliated and nonciliated epithelial cells, goblet cells, and basal cells, which compose the lung bronchial epithelium in vivo (33) . Those morphological properties already support the relevance of this cell culture model as a potential gold standard human airway assay. In addition, bronchial epithelial cells can be obtained from donors with different pathologies, and these air-liquid interface cultures are thus of special interest in the study of diseases mechanisms [e.g., asthma (18, 68, 73) , COPD (55) , CF (12, 50) , and to develop and test new therapies (11, 21, 76) ]. In addition to being such a valuable in vitro system for airway pathology investigation, it is also possible to study normal biological processes similar to those occurring in vivo in a healthy context. For instance, bronchial epithelial tissue-like cultures present the mucociliary morphology observed in human lung and so have been used to study the lineage, differentiation, and function of secretory cells to better understand the events leading to mucus hypersecretion (4, 52, 63) . Others have taken advantage of this in vitro system to dissect molecular pathways activated in bronchial epithelial cells exposed to cytokines (5) or during inflammatory processes (24) . Recently, Pezzulo et al. (46) compared the genome-wide expression profile of tracheal and bronchial human airway epithelia in vivo with the expression profile of primary human organotypic bronchial epithelium-like tissue culture. They demonstrated that, in addition to the morphological similarities previously reported, the transcriptional profile showed by this in vitro system specifically mimics that observed in healthy airway epithelial cells. This suggests that primary culture of differentiated normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells with an air-liquid interface can closely recapitulate the biology of human airway epithelium under normal conditions.
Another interesting feature of this airway culture system is the possibility to expose the cells directly to any gas, solid, and liquid substance suspended in the air. This is a clear advantage when investigating the impact of complex aerosol mixtures, such as cigarette smoke (CS). Indeed, the suitability of this 3D airway culture has been assessed for the screening of inhaled toxicants, including cadmium, nicotine, formaldehyde, and urethane (2) . Other workers (35) have tested the gene expression changes after acute exposure to whole CS in this type of culture.
In the present study, we investigate the translatability of the CS-induced effect observed in cells directly exposed in vivo and in vitro. To this end, we used NHBE cells differentiated in an organotypic culture (AIR-100) and exposed them for various times at the air-liquid interface to either fresh air or mainstream CS in the Vitrocell system. We then combined microarray technologies (gene expression and miRNA) and a functional characterization to assess how well this in vitro system under CS exposure could imitate the biology of human smoker bronchial epithelium. Initially, five publicly available datasets were selected to derive three types of human bronchial epithelial cell gene signatures by using a supervised-machine learning approach. More precisely, four datasets were used to obtain a specific smoking gene signature (current smokers vs. nonsmokers) (3, 19, 56, 61) ; two datasets were used to obtain a smoking cessation gene signature (former smokers vs. current smokers) (3, 71) ; and one dataset was used for a low-CSexposure gene signature (low CS exposure vs. nonsmokers) (61) . To assess whether these three different types of in vivo gene signatures were enriched in the gene expression profile of CS-exposed AIR-100 culture, we performed a Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (62) . We observed that even a single exposure of whole CS could induce in AIR-100 culture a similar system response profile to the one observed in vivo in human lungs inhaling CS. We then investigated whether other biological processes known to be affected by CS in the human bronchial epithelium were also perturbed within the in vitro system we used.
miRNAs are a major class of small noncoding RNAs. They posttranscriptionally act as negative regulators of their target genes, which are expected to cover as much as one-third of the human transcriptome (28) . In lungs, miRNAs have been shown to be differentially regulated in response to a wide variety of physiological and environmental stimuli and to be disturbed in many disease states, giving rise to characteristic expression profiles (65) . Even if the availability of miRNA data from bronchial epithelial cells obtained by brushing is limited (only one published in vivo dataset from smokers and nonsmokers published; Ref. 54) , we analyzed miRNA expression changes induced by CS exposure in the 3D airway tissue culture system and compared it with the in vivo miRNA signature obtained from Schembri et al. (54) .
Finally, we also measured the release of MMP-1, the expression of which has been shown to be upregulated by CS both in vivo and in vitro (10, 36, 38) . We observed a clear CS dose-dependent increase of the release of pro-MMP-1 protein by exposed AIR-100 culture.
Altogether, our results suggest that differentiated NHBE cells cultured at the air-liquid interface and exposed to a single exposure of CS recapitulate many of the biological perturbations observed in the airway epithelium of smokers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Primary Organotypic Culture of Human Bronchial Epithelial Cells
EpiAirway tissues (AIR-100) were obtained from MatTek (Ashland, MA). The donor of the primary bronchial epithelial cells was a 23-yr-old male with no smoking history. In a cell culture insert, NHBE cells are grown and differentiated on a porous membrane support, allowing an air-liquid interface with warmed culture medium below the cells and a gaseous test atmosphere above them (see Fig. 1 ). Tissue insert integrity was controlled by 1) the absence of medium leakage and 2) by transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER). Measurement of TEER provides an indirect measure of tight junction formation and is often used as a marker of epithelial layer disruption (43) . Cell viability was assessed 24 h after exposure using the soluble tetrazolium salt resazurin (Sigma, Taufkirchen, Germany) (40, 48) .
CS Preparation and Vitrocell Exposure
Tissues were exposed for 7, 14, 21, and 28 min at the air-liquid interface to either synthetic air (85% nitrogen and 15% oxygen; Praxair, Düsseldorf, Germany) or to 15% (vol/vol) mainstream CS in the Vitrocell system ( Fig. 1 ) (S Weber, M Hebestreit, unpublished observations). Seven puffs per cigarette and one puff per minute of exposure were used for all conditions, and the number of cigarettes varied to adjust to the exposure times. The Total Particulate Matter and CO dose inside the exposure chamber have been estimated to 7.74 g and 8.3 g per well per minute of exposure, respectively. The reference cigarette 3R4F was obtained from the University of Kentucky (www.ca.uky.edu/refcig) and was smoked on the VC 10 smoking robot (Vitrocell, Fig. 1A ) in basic conformity with the International Organization for Standardization smoking regimen (ISO 2000) . After exposure, the tissues were incubated with fresh culture medium for 0.5, 2, 4, 24, and 48 h before further analysis.
Pro-MMP-1 Quantification
The quantikine human pro-MMP-1 immunoassay (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) was used for the quantitative determination of pro-MMP-1 concentrations in cell culture medium harvested 48 h after exposure. Absorbance was measured at 450-nm wavelength using a Fluostar Optima plate reader (BMG Labtech, Durham, NC).
RNA and Microarray Hybridization
Exposed tissues were lysed at the different postexposure time points using Qiazol lysis reagent (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) was used to extract and purify both mRNAs and miRNAs. The quality of the total RNAs was verified by an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer profile. A RIN number greater than 8 was required. For mRNA analysis, 100 ng of total RNA were processed as described in the GeneChip HT 3= IVT Express User Manual (Affymetrix), and Genechip high-throughput Human Genome U133 Array Plates were used for hybridization. For miRNA analysis, the following reference sample was used: FirstChoice Human Total RNA Survey Panel, made of RNAs from different tissues of multiple individuals (catalog no. AM6000; Ambion, Austin, TX). 500 ng of total RNA from sample and reference were labeled using miRCURY LNA Array power labeling kit (Exiqon, Vedbaek, Denmark). The Hy3-labeled samples and a Hy5-labeled reference RNA sample were mixed pairwise and hybridized in randomized order to the miRCURY LNA Array version 5th Generation (Exiqon), which contains capture probes targeting all miRNAs for human, mouse, or rat registered in the miRBASE version 15.0 at the Sanger Institute. The hybridization was performed using a Tecan HS4800 hybridization station (Tecan, Vienna, Austria). The miRCURY LNA array microarray slides were scanned using the Agilent G2565BA Microarray Scanner System (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), and the image analysis was carried out using the ImaGene 9.0 software (BioDiscovery, Hawthorne, CA).
Gene Expression Microarray Data Processing and Analysis
Raw data were background corrected, normalized, and summarized using the GCRMA algorithm (74) . Quality control check of all chips was done with different R packages from the Bioconductor (affy, affyPLM) (58) . One chip (sham/14-min exposure/48-h postexposure) was excluded from further analysis due to its higher intensity signal variability reflected by much higher NUSE median and interquartile range compared with other chips and a lower correlation coefficient. Probe sets with low signal across all conditions (95th percentile of log 2 expression distribution below 7) were filtered out. Gene expression data obtained from CS-exposed AIR-100 experiments were submitted to ArrayExpress with the following accession numbers: 1) E-MTAB-874 for the mRNA dataset and 2) E-MTAB-877 for the miRNA dataset. To identify probe sets with a modulated expression on CS treatment dependently or independently of exposure time (considered as a dose variable) and/or postexposure time, a linear model was defined as described below (Eq. 1) and computed for each postexposure time. This model included the treatment variable (2 levels: sham and smoke), the dose variable (4 levels: 7, 14, 21, 28 min), and the interaction of both variables. ⑀ corresponded in the formula to normally distributed random noise. Equation 1 is as follows: Expression ϳ ␤ 0 ϩ ␤t·Treatment ϩ ␤d·Dose ϩ ␤i·Treatment * Dose ϩ ε. All ␤ coefficients that represent the effects of interest described above were estimated using the limma R package (58, 59) .
MicroRNA Microarray Data Processing and Analysis
Raw data were normalized following Exiqon Hy3 single color pipeline consisting of a local background subtraction (normexp with offset value 10) (51), standard quantile normalization, and median summarization. Quality control check of all chips was performed based on the variability of the available control probes and on the between-array correlations of the miRNA probe sets. Four chips needed to be excluded from further analysis: one due to low RNA quality (sham/21-min exposure/48-h postexposure) and three (1: CS/ 7-min exposure/24-h postexposure; 2: CS/14-min exposure/4-h postexposure; 3: sham/14-min exposure/48-h postexposure) because they were outliers (because their hybridization signals displayed an abnormally high variability compared with the other arrays). miRNA probe sets that were not detected in at least one chip were excluded, the detection threshold being fixed by Exiqon as the 5% percentile of all probe signals measured on a given array. As a result, 229 miRNA probe sets were considered for further analysis. Additionally, a correction of the normalized expression values for possible batch effects resulting from the hybridization factors was performed using the ComBat package (6) . For the identification of differentially expressed miRNAs on CS treatment, the same linear model was considered as for mRNA (Eq. 1) in the previous paragraph. Using additionally centered values for the treatment (Ϫ1/2 and 1/2, for sham and smoke, respectively) and the dose variables (Ϫ10.5, Ϫ3.5, 3.5, 10.5) gives the following expression for the CS-induced differential expression (Equation 2): Differential Expression ϭ Expression(smoke) Ϫ Expression(sham) ϳ ␤ t ϩ ␤i·* Dose ϩ ε. The above choice of modified values for the treatment and dose variables enables interpreting ␤t as the dose-independent part of the CS-induced differential expression. Similar to mRNA analysis, the linear model coefficients ␤t and ␤i and the corresponding P values were computed using the limma R package (58, 59 the authors upon our request. Briefly, these datasets included gene expression profiles from bronchial epithelial cells obtained from nonsmokers, current smokers, and former smokers (3, 71) , all healthy. A supervised-machine-learning approach including SAM (66) and a support vector machine (9) was applied in a 10-fold cross-validation procedure to extract a specific and robust human smoking (current smokers vs. nonsmokers; GSE4498; GSE20257, GSE7895) and smoking cessation (former smokers vs. current smokers; GSE7895 & Zhang's dataset) gene signature. Both smoking and low exposure to CS gene signatures were directly extracted from Strulovici-Barel et al. (61) because complete raw data were not available.
Generation of the in vivo smoking miRNA signature. The relevant dataset is available in the GEO database [GSE14634: Schembri et al. (54)]. It contains the miRNA profiles of human bronchial epithelial cells obtained by bronchoscopy from never and current smokers, all healthy at the time of sampling. Hybridization of the isolated small RNAs was performed on the Invitrogen NCode microarray. The corresponding normalized expression matrix (series matrix) was directly downloaded from GEO. After quality control, 3 outlying arrays were excluded, leaving 19 samples corresponding to 9 current and 10 never smokers. A filter was also applied on the miRNA probe sets, based on an array-specific detection threshold given by the 99th quantile of the intensity values measured on the blank probe sets. Taking only the miRNAs that are detected in at least half of the samples of one group left exactly 232 probe sets, similarly to the original work by Schembri et al. (54) . The in vivo smoking miRNA signature was then calculated based on a pairwise comparison between the two groups using the Welsh's t-test implemented in the function Mattest from the MATLAB Bioinformatics toolbox. Applying a P value threshold of 0.05 yielded a strongly asymmetric signature constituted of 2 upregulated and 35 downregulated miRNAs.
Gene set enrichment analysis. To compare the in vivo smoking and smoking cessation gene signatures with the in vitro AIR-100 expression profiles over postexposure time points, GSEA was done with full contrasts computed for the treatment effect independently of the dose (62) . For each postexposure time, the list of genes was decreasingly sorted by the t-values associated to the ␤ t coefficient. Normalized enrichment scores with an associated false discovery rate (FDR) Յ 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. The functional analysis has been performed using the GSEA website from the broad institute of MIT and Harvard: http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp. To investigate the biological functions associated with our list of genes of interest, we computed their overlap with known gene sets like KEGG, BIOCARTA, and REACTOME. We also identified the target genes regulated by the transcription factor Nrf2 using Ingenuity.
Statistics
The degree of agreement between smoking or smoking cessation gene signatures was measured with the Fleiss statistic. The measure calculates the degree of agreement in classification over that which would be expected by chance and is scored as a number between 0 and 1 (14) .
RESULTS
To assess how closely an in vitro assay can mimic the biological effect of CS observed in lung epithelium of smokers, we used the following experimental system: NHBE cells were obtained from a healthy adult nonsmoking donor. Cells were differentiated into an organotypic airway epithelium (named by the supplier: AIR-100) with an air-liquid interface (Fig. 1) . NHBE cells cultured in this condition develop many of the typical characteristics observed in human lung bronchial epithelium (33, 69, 70) . They formed a pseudo-stratified bronchial epithelium-like tissue and displayed the morphological characteristics of the four main cell types that constitute human lung epithelium: ciliated ( Fig. 2A ) and nonciliated cells (Fig. 2C ), goblet cells (Fig. 2B) located at the apical side, and p63-positive basal cells (Fig.  2C ). In addition, the presence of an air-liquid interface allows a direct exposure of the organotypic tissue with fresh mainstream whole CS. By using the Vitrocell exposure system, the airway culture is maintained in an appropriate humidified and temperature controlled atmosphere and is exposed directly at the apical surface with the test aerosols. This setup offers the advantage of avoiding solution or aerosol losses or dissolution and excludes reactions of constituents with the medium (Fig. 1D) .
AIR-100 tissue cultures were exposed once to CS over different times (7, 14, 21 , 28 min) and per exposure time; four postexposure times (0.5, 2, 4, 24, 48 h) were investigated (Table 1) . To perform a thorough comparison with the in vivo situation, multiple endpoints (gene expression and miRNA profiles, MMP-1 release, immunostaining, and histology) have been captured at the different postexposure time points (Table 1) .
Enrichment of Human Smoking Gene Signatures in CS-Exposed AIR-100 Tissue Culture
The focus of our study was to determine whether the perturbation induced by CS observed in the epithelium of smokers' airways is reproducible in an in vitro system (the AIR-100 tissue culture) recapitulating most of the characteristics of this lung epithelium. To test this hypothesis, we used GSEA (62) as a well-established method to quantify biological similarities between experiments (29). We thus assessed the enrichment of human smoking gene signatures derived from four transcriptomic studies (3, 19, 56, 61) in the gene expression profiles of AIR-100 exposed to whole CS compared with sham (details in MATERIALS AND METHODS). Even though the origin of the bronchial epithelial cells analyzed in these four studies was different [large airway (3); small airway (19, 56, 61) ], the response to CS has been demonstrated to be homogeneous throughout the bronchial epithelium (15, 19) . It is noteworthy that samples from the three studies using cells derived from the small airway are overlapping to some extent (see Fig. 3C ) and may therefore contribute to the low difference observed between the various comparison performed between each of these in vivo datasets and our in vitro dataset. In fact, the comparison of these four smoking gene signatures revealed a fair gene overlap as defined by the calculated Fleiss statistic of 0.38 and 0.27, respectively: 37 genes upregulated and 10 genes downregulated in common ( Fig. 3 and Supplemental Table S1 for details; supplemental material for this article is available online at the American Journal of Physiology Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology website). A heatmap of the expression level of the leading-edge genes belonging to the in vitro dataset and present in the smoking gene signatures obtained from the different in vivo datasets is available in Fig. 4 . CS-exposed AIR-100 gene expression profiles obtained for each postexposure time were sorted by the moderated t values associated to the ␤ t coefficient present in the linear model (see Eq. 1) and computed for each gene. This ␤ t coefficient estimated the effect of CS exposure independent of the dose (or the exposure time) and better mimics the heterogeneity observed in a group of active smokers having variable cigarette consumption.
GSEA results for each smoking gene signature tested are represented in Fig. 5 . The directionality of the differentially regulated genes of the CS-exposed AIR-100 tissue always matches the directionality of the human smoking gene signatures where a significant normalized enrichment score was observed. For all four signatures, we found a similar pattern of enrichment score in the CS-exposed AIR-100 upregulated genes set with the highest score at 4-h postexposure time and a lower score after 24-h postexposure time (Fig. 5, A, C , E, and G). Moreover, this enrichment was still significant (at least FDR Յ 0.05) at the 48-h postexposure time point. On the other hand, no significant enrichment score was observed after 30-min postexposure (for either up-or downregulated gene sets), suggesting that an enrichment of the human smoking gene signatures start to appear significant only 2 h after CS exposure in the AIR-100 in vitro system. We also noticed that, in the downregulated gene set of CS-exposed AIR-100, the four smoking gene signatures were significantly enriched mainly at 2-and 4-h postexposure time (Fig. 5, B, D, F, and H) . Interestingly, for the smoking gene signatures derived from Shaykhiev et al. (56) and from Strulovici-Barel et al. (61), we also observed a sustained enrichment in the AIR-100 downregulated genes set 24 h and 48 h after CS exposure, respectively.
Recently, the whole genome transcriptome of small airway epithelium samples obtained from individuals with low CS exposure was assessed to identify those genes that were most sensitive to tobacco smoke (61) . Figure 5 , I-J, represents the GSEA results of this low CS exposure gene signature in the CS-exposed AIR-100 gene sets. An enrichment score similar to the one obtained for the previous smoking upregulated gene signature was observed for each postexposure time analyzed. On the contrary, the low CS exposure downregulated gene signature was not significantly enriched in the downregulated genes of the AIR-100 tissue expression profile at any postexposure time point. Thus CS exposure induces a comparable pattern of upregulated genes in both in vitro and human airway epithelium even if the exposure level is high (current smokers) or low (low CS exposure and in vitro single exposure).
Negative Correlation of Smoking Cessation Gene Signatures in CS-Exposed AIR-100 Tissue Culture
Various studies have shown that most of the genes that are upregulated in a smoker's airway epithelium (compared to nonsmokers) revert after a smoking cessation period of few months to a level similar to that observed in nonsmokers (3, 15, 60) . Our results strongly suggest that one single CS exposure triggers in AIR-100 tissue a response similar to the one observed in vivo in the lung of smokers, at least at the RNA level. Based on this observation, we decided to investigate whether an in vivo smoking cessation gene signature could be enriched in the gene expression profile of our in vitro system after CS exposure. Two datasets of human bronchial epithelial cells obtained from former smokers vs. datasets against only 3 for the upregulated ones (see Supplemental Table S1 for more details).
With the exception of 0.5-h postexposure time point, we observed a significant enrichment of the genes that were downregulated (GS DN; Fig. 6, A and C) following a smoking cessation period in the most upregulated genes in CS-exposed AIR-100 tissue. Enrichment of cessation-induced upregulated genes (GS UP; Fig. 6 , B and D) was only observed in the most downregulated genes in AIR-100 (AIR-100 DN) at 0.5-h and 2-h postexposure time and only for Beane's smoking cessation gene signature (Fig. 6B) . Overall, the enrichment significance levels obtained for these smoking cessation gene signatures across the different postexposure time were much lower than the ones observed for smoking signatures. However, these results showed that some genes induced by CS in AIR-100 have a reversed expression profile following smoking cessation as observed in vivo in human bronchial epithelium studies (see Supplemental Table S2 ).
Functional Analysis
Because the highest enrichment scores were mostly found in the AIR-100 tissue culture at the 4-h postexposure time point (Figs. 5 and 6 ), the genes that contributed to these enrichment scores (leading edge genes) were extracted from GSEA results to investigate associated biological functions. Supplemental Table S2 contains three lists of leading edge genes that correspond to 1) the upregulated genes in AIR-100 tissue expression profiles matching the in vivo smoking upregulated gene signatures, 2) the upregulated genes in AIR-100 tissue expression profiles matching the in vivo smoking cessation downregulated gene signatures, and 3) the downregulated genes in AIR-100 tissue expression profiles matching the in vivo smoking downregulated gene signatures. Using different biological sources of information (KEGG, Biocarta, and Reactome), an over-representation analysis of these three lists of genes highlighted various biological processes affected by CS exposure. First, upregulated AIR-100 leading edge genes from in vivo smoking upregulated gene signatures contain genes coding for proteins involved in: 1) the metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450 (e.g., CYP1A1, CYP1B1, CYP4F3, UGT1A10, ALDH3A1, and ALDH1A3), 2) the redox balance (e.g., AKR1B10, AKR1C1, AKR1C2, AKR1C3, TXNRD1, TXN, and CBR3), 3) the glutathione metabolism (e.g., GCLC, GCLM, and SLC7A11), and 4) the pentose phosphate pathway (e.g., PGD, TALDO1, TKT, and G6PD) and solute transport activity (SLC7A11, SLC2A1, SLC6A6, SLC31A1, and SLC3A2). Many of those genes are also known to be direct targets of Nrf2 transcription factor (e.g., NQO1, TXNRD1, GCLM, ME1, TXN, GCLC, ABCC1, AKR1C1, FTH1, FTL, and SLC7A11) (information retrieved from Ingenuity).
Second, we found similar genes and consequently same biological functions associated to the upregulated leading edge genes of AIR-100 tissue from both in vivo smoking cessation downregulated gene signatures (Supplemental Table S2 ) and the upregulated in vivo smoking gene signatures (Supplemental Table S2 ). In particular, genes associated to the metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450 to the redox balance or to the pentose phosphate pathway are upregulated after CS exposure both in vivo and in vitro but are also seen downregulated in the lung of former smokers, suggesting their reversibility after smoking cessation. The upregulation of some of these genes (e.g., ALDH3A1, CYP1A1, CYP1B1, GCLC, and NQO1) was confirmed by RT-qPCR in AIR-100 tissue exposed for 28 min to CS and after 4 h of postexposure time (Table 2) . Finally, we found in both in vivo and in vitro context a downregulation of genes involved in the Notch pathway (DLL1, JAG2, MAML3, and HEY1), in the Shh pathway (GLI3 and PRKAR2B), in the family of apical junction complex molecules (CLDN8, CGN, OCLN, and PVRL3), and in the WNT/␤-catenin pathway (SOX9, RHOU, and RUNX2).
CS Exposure Affects the Expression Profiles of miRNAs in Bronchial Epithelial Cells Both in Humans and In Vitro in a Similar Way
miRNAs are small noncoding RNAs known to play an important role in the regulation of gene expression. Recently, the impact of environmental chemicals on miRNA regulation of gene expression has been investigated (25) . Although so far only one study (54) has reported the measurement of miRNA expression in bronchial epithelial cells from healthy smokers and nonsmokers, we analyzed miRNA CS-induced differential expressions in AIR-100 culture and performed an in vivo/in vitro comparison as follows: the Schembri et al. dataset (54) was used to construct an in vivo smoking miRNA signature constituted of 35 miRNAs (out of 232 detected probe sets) (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). In the present in vitro study, the differential expression of CS-induced miRNAs is most adequately determined using linear models following the multifactorial experimental design (see Table 1 ). Collecting all probe sets for which either ␤ t or ␤ i are statistically significant (corresponding P value Ͻ 0.05) yields a set of 118 miRNAs (out of 229 detected probe sets). Taken out of 232 and 229 detected probe sets, 110 human miRNA probe sets are detected in both cases, among which 14 miRNAs belong to the in vivo smoking miRNA signature. Figure 7 shows how these 14 miRNAs behave in the in vitro conditions, revealing a global downregulation common to both in vitro and in vivo cases, as well as a subset of highly translatable miRNAs such as hsa-miR-106b/125b/146a/146b/ 148. Figure 7A displays the strongest moderated t statistic of each of the 110 commonly detected miRNAs, i.e., the moderated t statistics associated to the ␤ t or ␤ i coefficients of the linear models computed for the five postexposure time points that has the largest absolute value. In agreement with the in vivo results of Schembri et al. (54) , the effect of smoke on miRNA expression consists in a strong downregulation for a large majority of the cases (91 out of 110). This is in particular the case for all 14 elements of the in vivo smoking miRNA signature, with five of them mentioned above appearing in the 20 highest ranked, leading to a good enrichment statistic (hypergeometric P value ϭ 0.08). Beside confirming the in vitro/in vivo translatability, the results obtained here also provide stratification of the miRNA response based on its kinetics. As shown in Fig. 7B , not all miRNAs from the in vivo smoking signature react in the same way over postexposure time. Some are early responders (hsa-miR-24/106a/130a), some respond after 24 h only (hsa-miR-125b/148b), and some display a delayed but sustained response (hsa-miR-146a/b). These responses are sometimes further modulated by the exposure time captured by the ␤ i coefficients of the linear Post-exposure time Normalized Enrichment Score models. An example is hsa-miR-148b that decreases after 24 h only at longer exposure times.
Smoking Induces MMP-1 Expression Both In Vivo and In Vitro in CS-Exposed-AIR-100 Tissue Culture
As a control for the responsiveness of our organotypic airway culture to CS exposure, we chose to measure in the culture medium the MMP-1, an interstitial collagenase known to be secreted by bronchial epithelial cells. This protein plays a role in tissue remodeling and repair during development and inflammation. Various studies have demonstrated the influence of CS on MMP-1 mRNA and protein expression (34, 36, 47) . In addition, Mercer et al. (38) also identified a cigarette smoke-responsive region in the distal human MMP-1 promoter. A dose-dependent increase of pro-MMP-1 secretion (up to 14-fold) was observed 48 h after 14, 21, and 28 min of CS exposure (Fig. 8) . This result demonstrates a similar capability of human bronchial epithelial cells cultured at the air-liquid interface to respond to CS exposure by releasing MMP-1 to what has been described previously in the tissue of human smokers.
DISCUSSION
Dissecting the biological perturbation induced by a complex hazardous aerosol mixture such as CS and trying to understand G, H) . I and J correspond to GSEA performed with the low-CS-exposure signature. Low exposure (LE) vs. nonsmoker (NS). Each signature was split into upregulated (GS UP) and downregulated GS (GS DN). They were tested for enrichment independently against ranked gene expression profiles of CS-exposed AIR-100 tissue. Enrichments observed among the most significantly up-or downregulated genes in AIR-100 tissue were indicated by "AIR100 UP" and "AIR100 DN". ***False discovery rate (FDR) Յ 0.0002; **FDR Յ 0.01; *FDR Յ 0.05. how this perturbation could later on lead to complex diseases like COPD or lung cancer represent an important challenge for the scientific community. This is especially true for these CS-associated lung diseases that are usually diagnosed at late stage, by which time it is not possible to reverse the damage done to the pulmonary tissue. For a long time, the characterization of CS biological effects at the cellular level was performed using immersed cell culture exposed not directly to whole CS but rather to part of it. CS was thus fractionate into total particulate matter, or gas vapor phase, or simply dissolved and diluted directly into the culture medium or any other solvent before being applied to the cells. Albeit practical, this approach unfortunately does not reflect an in vivo exposure, and only inhalation studies performed on animal models could offer the advantage of a direct whole CS exposure. However, due to species translatability issues and to the need for finding alternative models to reduce animal experiments, this in vivo approach also has its limitations. The emergence of human three-dimensional airway epithelial tissue-like culture that can be maintained in vitro is thus a turning point in the field of environmental air pollutant risk assessment. The fact that these cultured primary cells can be directly exposed to any aerosol at the air-liquid interface is clearly a step forward in the development of a standard experimental airway model. Indeed, different studies demonstrated the relevance of this organotypic human bronchial epithelial cell culture to investigate normal biological processes occurring in the lung [e.g., mucus secretion (4, 52, 63)] as well as airway diseases mechanisms [asthma (18) , COPD (55), CF (12, 50) ]. Evidence showing that this in vitro airway model closely resembles the in vivo situation has also been provided at the morphological level (33) (see also Fig. 2 ) and more recently at the molecular level (46) . Actually, in a healthy situation, this in vitro model reproduces important biological characteristics observed in a NHBE; when cultured at the air-liquid interface, NHBE cells differentiate into p63-positive basal cells, goblet cells, and ciliated and nonciliated cells and form a multilayered pseudo-stratified epithelium with typical mucociliary morphology. These various cell types expressed a similar gene expression pattern to the one observed in bronchial epithelial cells harvested directly from human pulmonary airway in vivo (46) . They can thus recapitulate the specific biological characteristic necessary for their role of epithelial barrier in the lung (tight junctions, mucus clearance via cilia beating, or secretion of different factors, etc.).
The usefulness of the 3D culture model has already been proven (see the introduction), and we set out to assess what is happening when this cellular system is exposed to whole CS. More specifically, we wanted to see how closely this in vitro system can mimic the biological perturbations induced by CS inhalation in vivo in human airway epithelium. As first control for the responsiveness of our in vitro culture to CS, we showed a dose-dependent upregulation of pro-MMP-1 release by the AIR-100 tissue after CS exposure. This observation coincides well with the results of previous studies demonstrating that MMP-1 was upregulated in response to CS exposure both in vivo and in vitro (34, 36, 47) and on the identification of CS-regulatory elements in human MMP-1 promoter (38) .
For the first in vitro/in vivo comparison, different in vivo smoking and smoking cessation gene signatures were extracted from published datasets corresponding to bronchial epithelial cells obtained from smokers (with current consumption or with low exposure to CS), nonsmokers, and former smokers, all healthy (3, 19, 56, 61, 71) . For both smoking (current smokers vs. nonsmokers) and smoking cessation (former smokers vs. current smokers) gene signatures, the conserved gene overlap observed among these different in vivo datasets confirmed that CS-exposed bronchial epithelial cells express a similar gene expression profile despite different origin along the airway (large airways or small airways) (15, 19) . Considering the variability induced in this type of analysis by the methodology (e.g., collection of samples, different chips), the heterogeneity of the group of donors, or the biological samples analyzed (e.g., cell type composition, biological states of the cells), it is remarkable to observe such similarity among different human datasets.
Using GSEA, we observed that all four in vivo smoking gene signatures were significantly enriched in the AIR-100 expression profiles. This resemblance was true for the directionality of the differentially regulated genes identified in the in vitro/in vivo comparison and was also stronger for the upregulated genes comparison than for the downregulated genes comparison. This latest observation may reflect differences between the effects of acute (in vitro situation) vs. chronic (in vivo situation) CS exposure. Significant normalized enrichment scores were observed after 2-h postexposure and were then sustained until 48 h with the highest score observed at 4-h postexposure time. Many of the biological functions known to be directly affected upon CS exposure, both in vivo and in vitro (7, 17, 37, 72) , were identified based on the leading edge genes To confirm the differential expression of a subset of mRNAs observed in the microarray analysis, RT-qPCR on the same RNA samples were performed. RT-qPCRs were conducted using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit and TaqMan Assay-on-Demand kits from Applied Biosystems (Darmstadt, Germany). The relative expression of the RNAs was determined by the comparative Ct method, where significance was assessed via an unpaired and 2-tailed t-test over 3 biological replicates. Expression values were first normalized to the control RNA (GAPDH) by using the equation 2
Ϫ⌬Ct (with ⌬Ct ϭ Ct(target) Ϫ Ct(control)). Then, the relative fold induction of the RNA in exposed tissue vs. control was calculated, and significance was assessed via an unpaired and 2-tailed t-test over 3 biological replicates. CS, cigarette smoke.
that contribute to the highest enrichment score observed at 4-h postexposure. For instance, the metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450, the redox balance, the glutathione metabolism, the pentose phosphate pathway, and various solute transport genes were all highlighted by the functional analysis performed on the GSEA results. Direct targets of Nrf2 transcription factor were also found in the list of leading edge genes that contributed to the enrichment of the in vivo smoking gene signature (e.g., NQO1, TXNRD1, GCLM, ME1, TXN, GCLC, ABCC1, AKR1C1, FTH1, and FTL) in the in vitro CS-exposed AIR-100 expression profiles. Interestingly, genes related to Notch (DLL1, JAG2, MAML3, and HEY1) and WNT/␤-catenin pathways (SOX9, RHOU, and RUNX2) were also identified in the list of downregulated genes matching both in vitro/in vivo expression profile. These results are in agreement with previous studies highlighting the effect of CS exposure on the downregulation of these pathways in human airway epithelium (64, 67) . We also observed in the downregulated leading edge genes a certain number of family members of the apical junction complex molecules that are known to reduce the epithelial integrity after CS exposure. This observation was also reported by Heijink et al. (23) in their recently published in vivo and in vitro study. Because the CS-exposed AIR-100 in vitro system recapitulates nicely the gene expression profiles observed in the bronchial epithelial cells of human smokers, we decided to investigate whether this resemblance was also occurring at the level of miRNA expression. Although only one study of the miRNA response to CS in in vivo human bronchial epithelial cells was available, the in vitro results presented here showed translatable global behaviors and pinpointed several miRNAs that reacted strongly in both cases. These results are very encouraging, given the various factors that differed between the two situations. The transcriptomics results described above showed that the AIR-100 system and the applied treatment are suitable for the reproduction of the in vivo cellular perturbations induced by CS inhalation in human bronchial epithelium. Two additional difficulties needed to be surmounted to reach similar conclusions based on miRNA expression profiles. First, the fact that the profiling platforms were not the same could lead to a distortion of the signal, as already observed when comparing different miRNA profiling platforms (53) . Second, the number of miRNAs commonly detected on the two platforms was relatively small. This feature is favorable for the targeted detection of biomarker candidates because it is easier to handle a small number of candidates for subsequent biomarker validation such as the top five translatable miRNAs observed in Fig. 3 . However, it becomes a problem at the level of the statistical power, especially when the signal-to-noise ratio of the data is low, which was the case in the miRNA measurements performed in this study. Indeed, the principal component analysis revealed that CS-induced variability accounted for only ϳ10% of the total variance (data not shown). Therefore the fact that some elements of the in vivo miRNA smoking signature displayed a moderate in vitro response may simply reflect this unfavorable context. In summary, despite some difficulties, the miRNA results are nevertheless strongly supportive of the in vitro/in vivo translatability of the CS effects. For instance, the observed downregulation of the expression of a large miRNA fraction reflects an effect that has been observed in vivo, not only in human bronchial epithelium (54) , but also in the lungs of rat exposed to CS (31) . The results obtained in vitro also reveal the different kinetics of miRNA responses (Fig. 7B) . Globally they show that the changes are the strongest 24 h after CS exposure. Interestingly, the biological functions associated with the highly translatable miRNAs identified in this analysis are related to inflammation [e.g., miR-146b (41, 44, 45) , miR-125b (75)] and cell cycle processes [e.g., miR-106a and miR-106b (22, 30, 32, 39, 57) ] that are also known to be perturbed by CS in lung tissue context (37) .
To conclude, NHBE cells differentiated in an organotypic culture and exposed to CS at the air-liquid interface represent a valuable tool that can be used to further understand the biological impact of CS on human lung epithelium. The possibility to mimic systems response profile occurring in a human smoker's bronchial epithelium offers the advantage to further detail the molecular processes perturbed by CS exposure.
It is important to mention that the short-term exposure presented here should be still considered as a pilot study and cannot be yet compared with pathological tissues such as those obtained from the lung of patients with COPD. Because the concentration of whole smoke tested here was set up to avoid exposure condition too toxic for the cells (monitoring of cell survival via resazurin assay), we did not investigate the apoptosis effect caused by CS. Thus evaluation of this in vitro system over longer periods in culture may be the next step in the process of investigating both chronic CS exposure and smoking cessation effects. It may also help to identify early events leading to the development of smoking-related airway pathologies. Furthermore, exploring the effect of CS in recently developed coculture assays could also be of interest. Recently, Pageau et al. (42) investigated the effect of altered communication between stromal and epithelial tissue compartments with a coculture system composed of a collagen matrix, lung fibroblasts, and a pseudo-stratified bronchial epithelium like the AIR-100 tissue. Knowing the important role of inflammatory cells in the response of the airway to airborne pollutants, the addition of inflammatory cells to this organotypic airway culture should be considered as the next essential step to further establish an in vitro model even more representative to key changes occurring in human lung after CS exposure and potentially leading to serious pathologies. Actually, it has been reported that human bronchial epithelial cells cultured at the air-liquid interface together with macrophages was feasible to study particle deposition impact (13) or to mimic lung responses to anthrax infection (49) . Another approach to investigate the inflammatory component in the response to CS using this organotypic in vitro airway model could be to add in the culture medium proinflammatory molecules known to be released in smokers' lungs. Interestingly, a human lung-on-achip microdevice has been developed by the group of D. E. Ingber that mimics the alveolar-capillary barrier and reproduced breathing movement (27) . They addressed the inflammatory component by inducing the activation of microvascular endothelium with TNF-␣ and by adding subsequently fluores- cently labeled neutrophils to test their adherence to the endothelium. They also demonstrated that it was possible to mimic drug toxicity-induced pulmonary edema (26) with this new experimental model.
The optimization of human organotypic airway model to further match physiological context is still an important challenge. It will require additional comparison between in vivo and in vitro situation to further establish them as reliable alternatives to animal models or to two-dimensional culture. Finally, the combination of systems biology approaches together with such human organotypic airway culture will certainly open the way to further understand the cellular and molecular impact of air pollutants like CS.
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